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Efficient spin resolved spectroscopy observation machine at Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center
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Highly efficient spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectrometer named ESPRESSO (Efficient SPin REsolved SpectroScopy Observation) machine has been developed at the beamline BL-9B in Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center. Combination of high-resolution hemispherical electron analyzer and the high-efficient spin detector based on very low energy electron diffraction by the ferromagnetic target makes the high-energy resolution and angular resolution compatible with spin- and angle-resolved photoemission (SARPES) measurement. 7.5 meV in energy and ±0.18° in angular resolution have been achieved with spin resolution. The ESPRESSO machine, combination of quick energy-band dispersion measurement and Fermi surface mapping by two-dimensional electron detector for the spin integrated ARPES and the high-efficient spin analysis by the efficient spin detector realizes the comprehensive investigation of spin electronic structure of materials.


I. INTRODUCTION

Electronics using the spin degree of freedom of electron, spintronics, has attracted much attention as the next generation electronics which can overcome the limitation of the existing charge utilizing devices. Spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (SARPES) which can directly observe the spin-resolved band dispersions, is one of the most suitable and powerful experimental techniques to investigate the spin-related materials for the spintronic devices. As the discovery of the high-Tc superconductors promoted the development of high-resolution angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES), recent discovery of peculiar spin-texture of surface states by the spin-orbit interaction, such as surface Rashba spin splitting state or helical spin state of topological insulators stimulates to develop high-performance SARPES.

In this context, various kinds of new SARPES apparatuses as well as conventional SARPES apparatuses which combine the electron analyzer with Mott type spin polarimeter1 have been developed recently. For example, one of the outstanding SARPES systems named COPHEE (COMplete PHotoEmission Experiment) machine has been developed in Swiss Light Source (SLS) by the group of University of Zürich.2 The COPHEE machine is equipped with two Mott detectors which are orthogonally placed to each other. Since each Mott detector can measure the spin with two quantization axes (x and z, and y and z) one can obtain the full 3D spin orientation by the machine. With the 3D spin detector and the motor-driven five axes goniometer one can measure band dispersion or Fermi surface of materials with the resolution of 3D spin orientation. Although the efficiency of Mott detector is usually very low, high brilliance of the photon beam from the undulator beamline of third generation synchrotron radiation (SR) light source at SLS makes the relatively high energy and angular resolution (∆E ∼ 70 meV, and ∆θ ∼ ±0.5°) compatible with the 3D spin analysis.3

Without the high brilliance light from SR light source, brilliant laboratory sources using rare-gas plasma are now commercially available. By utilizing the large hemispherical analyzer with the compact Mott detector, the very high-energy resolution of about 8 meV with spin resolution has been reported by the help of brilliant Xe plasma lamp although the angular resolution is relatively poor (±1.5°).4

Utilizing these new apparatuses some observations of topological insulators with spin resolution have been reported already.5,6 The limited angular and/or energy resolution of these apparatuses by the low efficiency of the Mott detector, however, hampers the discrimination of the tangled electronic structures such as proximal two spin states of Bi1−xSbx (Ref. 5) or faint spin modification of TlBiSe2 by the Fermi surface warping effect6 in which ~0.05 Å−1 or better momentum resolution is required.

In order to overcome the disadvantage of the Mott detector and improve the efficiency of the SARPES measurement, some groups7,8 employ time-of-flight (TOF) electron analyzer for the SARPES measurement, which one can measure electrons with wide range of kinetic energy at once and can reduce the acquisition time in principle. However, the necessity to use the pulse exciting light for the TOF measurement prevents one from utilizing the advantage of the high efficiency of the TOF measurement sufficiently.

The other approach to improve the efficiency of the SARPES measurement is to develop a spin detector which has higher efficiency than the Mott detector. The very low energy electron diffraction (VLEED) spin detector is one of such a high-efficient spin detectors which has been developed in 1989 for the first time9 and successfully used for the...
investigation of magnetic materials in the early days of development. The problem of the quick degradation of the ferromagnet target for the VLEED detector has been overcome by utilizing the preoxidized Fe(001)-p(1×1)-O target and put into practical use recently. Because of the higher scattering probability of the low energy electrons \( (E_k \sim 6–10 \text{ eV}) \) compared with the high energy electrons \( (E_k \sim 20–100 \text{ keV}) \) for the Mott scattering and the relatively higher spin-resolving power of the method, almost two orders of higher efficiency than the conventional Mott detector has been reported so far and applied to ravel the complex spin structure of Bi\(_{1-x}\)Sb\(_x\). Very recently, a novel SARPES machine combined both the VLEED detector and the TOF analyzer has also been reported.

Even though the efficiency of the spin detection has been improved by using the VLEED spin detector, it is still quite lower than that of the spin-integrated ARPES measurement using 2D electron detector. Thus, it is very useful to grab quickly the spin-integrated electronic structure by efficient ARPES measurement using 2D detector and observe the spin structure at the specific position of k-space. This kind of approach has been done by using conventional Mott detector combined with hemispherical electron analyzer with 2D detector, recently.

In this paper, we report our newly developed high-efficient SARPES apparatus named ESPRESSO (Efficient SPin REsolved SpectroScopy Observation) machine at the beamline BL-9B of Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center (HSRC) in which the advantage of the high efficiency of the VLEED spin detector and the two-dimensional electron detection for the spin-integrated ARPES measurement has been combined for the first time. We have achieved SARPES measurement with very high energy- and angular-resolution \( (\Delta E = 7.5 \text{ meV} \text{ and } \Delta \theta = \pm 0.18^\circ) \) by the combination of state-of-the-art high-resolution hemispherical electron analyzer with the efficient spin detector based on the VLEED spin polarimeter. The quick band observation by the 2D detector of ARPES system and the rapid and precise spin structure observation realized by the high spin resolving power of VLEED will help the comprehensive understanding of electronic structures of spin-related materials.

II. DESIGN OF THE ESPRESSO MACHINE

Schematic design of the ESPRESSO machine is shown in Fig. 1. As in the figure, the spin detector is connected via 90° electron deflector \( (D_{\text{BF}}) \) to the high-resolution hemispherical electron analyzer with a 200 mm mean radius (VG-Scienta R4000) which is modified for the ESPRESSO machine. Center part of photoelectrons which are energy analyzed by the hemispherical analyzer are detected with the two-dimensional electron detector (multi-channel plate: MCP (M)) and observed by a CCD camera via phosphor screen (P) for the spin-integrated ARPES measurement. Although the size of the MCP is 25 mm in diameter and smaller than the original one for normal VG-Scienta R4000 analyzer in which the diameter of the MCP is 40 mm, one can obtain ARPES band dispersion image with ±15° at once by the wide acceptance angle lens of the modified analyzer. The acceptance angle can be changed by using different lens modes to ±7.0° and ±3.5° for the high-angular resolution measurement. After the electrostatic lens the size variable entrance slit (S) is located as in the figure.

A part of electrons are further transferred to the spin detector via 90° deflector \( (D_{\text{BF}}) \) through small aperture (A) in which one can choose the optimum aperture size from some sets of apertures without breaking ultra-high vacuum (UHV). As in Table I, the angular resolution for the spin detection is in proportion to the transverse size of apertures. At the same time the energy resolution for the spin detection is dependent on the longitudinal aperture size and the entrance slit size. Expected energy resolution convoluting the resolution determined by the sizes of entrance slit and the aperture as well as some experimentally estimated ones are listed in Table II. Since the energy resolution is almost proportional to the analyzer pass energy \( (E_p) \), only the values for the \( E_p = 2 \text{ eV} \) are listed.

The spin detector utilized here is the VLEED detector in which Fe(001)-p(1×1)-O film fabricated on MgO(001) substrate is used as a target. Low energy electrons whose energy is regulated to \( E_k \sim 6 \text{ eV} \) are reflected by the magnetized target (T) and counted by the channeltron (CH\(_B\)) just beside the electron lens exit. The angle and position of the target can be adjusted by two sets of swivels and x-y stages.
The magnetization directions in the figure can be done with electric coils (C\textsubscript{x} and C\textsubscript{z}, C\textsubscript{x} is not drawn for the simplicity in the figure) which are orthogonally placed besides the target. The magnetization directions of the target correspond to the quantization axes of x and z directions of sample (S\textsubscript{M}) coordination. Thus, we can measure both in-plane and out-of-plane spin components of observing sample. We have also the other channeltron (CH\textsubscript{B}) under the target and can measure the intensity of incoming electrons into target position when we remove the target from the receptor.

The Fe(001)-p(1\times1)-O film is fabricated in the target preparation chamber which is connected to the VLEED spin detector chamber and can be transferred into the spin detector without breaking UHV. In the target preparation chamber, Fe evaporator, oxygen doser, and target heating stage with target detector chamber and can be transferred into the spin detector preparation chamber which is connected to the VLEED spin detector, we can estimate the effective Sherman function (S\textsubscript{eff}) as about 0.21 in this measurement. Additionally, S\textsubscript{eff} can change with different Fe(001)-p(1\times1)-O target from time to time, one can calibrate the S\textsubscript{eff} by measuring the Bi(111) as the standard sample and we have found that the variation of the S\textsubscript{eff} of our targets is typically in between 0.2 and 0.4.

Although the Fe(001)-p(1\times1)-O target is quite stable and can be used for more than several months, since the performance of the VLEED spin detector is sensitive to the target condition (surface cleanliness, roughness, and so on) and electron kinetic energy dependent, one should check

**TABLE I. Angular resolution of SARPES measurement as the function of electron acceptance angle in different analyzer lens mode with different aperture size for spin detection channel.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens acceptance</th>
<th>Aperture</th>
<th>(\phi\ 4)</th>
<th>2 \times 3</th>
<th>1 \times 2</th>
<th>0.5 \times 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>±15° (Angular30)</td>
<td>±3</td>
<td>±1.5</td>
<td>±0.75</td>
<td>±0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±7.5° (Angular14)</td>
<td>±1.4</td>
<td>±0.70</td>
<td>±0.35</td>
<td>±0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±3.8° (Angular7)</td>
<td>±0.70</td>
<td>±0.35</td>
<td>±0.18</td>
<td>±0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Kohzu Precision Co. Ltd.) and one can easily find the best condition for getting the highest intensity of reflected electrons. The magnetization of the target along x and z directions in the figure can be done with electric coils (C\textsubscript{x} and C\textsubscript{z}, C\textsubscript{x} is not drawn for the simplicity in the figure) which are orthogonally placed besides the target. The magnetization directions of the target correspond to the quantization axes of x and z directions of sample (S\textsubscript{M}) coordination. Thus, we can measure both in-plane and out-of-plane spin components of observing sample. We have also the other channeltron (CH\textsubscript{B}) under the target and can measure the intensity of incoming electrons into target position when we remove the target from the receptor.

The Fe(001)-p(1\times1)-O film is fabricated in the target preparation chamber which is connected to the VLEED spin detector chamber and can be transferred into the spin detector without breaking UHV. In the target preparation chamber, Fe evaporator, oxygen doser, and target heating stage with target bank are equipped. Thus, one can prepare or refresh the target quickly. The detailed procedure of the target preparation has been reported in Ref. 13.

The SARPES machine is installed to the UHV chamber which is equipped with five axes (x, y, z, polar, and tilt angles) goniometer with cryostat (i-GONIO, AVC Co. Ltd.) which can cool the sample down to less than 10 K. Samples can be transferred from the UHV compatible preparation chamber which is equipped with surface preparation apparatuses such as low energy electron diffraction (LEED), reflected high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), cylindrical mirror analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy, ion-sputter-gun, metal evaporators, gas dosers, and sample manipulator with sample cooling (∼80 K) and heating (∼1600 K).

Whole ESPRESSO machine is installed at the multi-mode undulator beamline BL-9B of Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center (HSRC). At the beamline, one can use SR light with linear or circular polarization monochromated by the dragon type grazing incidence monochromator in the energy range from 16 to 300 eV. Laboratory light sources, He (hv = 21.22 eV) and Xe discharge lamps (hv = 8.437 eV), are also available for the offline measurement.

**TABLE II. The calculated energy resolution of SARPES measurement as the function of the aperture and the entrance slit sizes at the analyzer pass energy of 8.437 eV.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slit (mm)</th>
<th>Aperture</th>
<th>(\phi\ 4)</th>
<th>2 \times 3</th>
<th>1 \times 2</th>
<th>0.5 \times 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>18.4 meV</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(11.4 ± 1.1)</td>
<td>(7.4 ±0.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(11.5 ± 2.3)</td>
<td>(8.3 ±1.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(21.2 ± 1.8)</td>
<td>(10.3 ±1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(32 ± 2)</td>
<td>(20 ±1.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 2. (a) Fermi surface mapping of the Bi(111) film obtained by the two-dimensional detector of spin-integrated ARPES mode with the He discharge lamp ($h\nu = 21.22$ eV). (b) Electron band dispersions of Bi(111) film along $\Gamma$–$M$ (left) and $\Gamma$–$K$ (right) directions which correspond to the vertical and horizontal dashed lines in (a).

the best measurement condition, i.e., the best electron kinetic energy to operate, after the preparation of the new target. Figure 4 is one of the results of such an performance test for the target. For the test, we used the spin-polarized photoelectrons emitted from the strongest peak ($E_R = 2.43$ eV) of Bi film at ($k_x$, $k_y$) = (0, 0.236 Å$^{-1}$). Note that the peak has similar electronic state to the strongest peak in Fig. 3 at $E_R = 2.60$ eV but the polarization is negative because of the Rashba effect in which the spin polarization is reversed against $\Gamma$ point. As in the upper panel of Fig. 4, first we measure the intensity of reflected electrons by positively ($I^+$) and negatively ($I^-$) magnetized target as a function of electron kinetic energy at the target. To know the reflectivity of the electrons by the target the intensity of incoming electron ($I_0$) at the target position is measured by back channeltron (CHB) in advance. Thus, one can estimate the reflectivity by the target $I/I_0 = (I^+ + I^-)/I_0$ as in the second panel of Fig. 4. As mentioned already, from the $I^+$ and $I^-$ the asymmetry, $A$, of the reflected electrons between positively and negatively magnetized target can be obtained as $A = (I^+ - I^-)/(I^+ + I^-)$. Since the observed asymmetry $A$ is proportional to the effective Sherman function, $S_{\text{eff}}$, we can obtain the energy dependence of the $S_{\text{eff}}$ as in the third panel by the aforementioned calibration comparing the observed asymmetry data with that obtained by our Mott detector. With these $S_{\text{eff}}$ and $III_0$ we can estimate the total performance, the figure of merit which is defined as $III_0(S_{\text{eff}})^2$ as in the lowest panel, and the best FOM is estimated as $1.13 \times 10^{-2}$ at the kinetic energy of about 5.8 eV for this target. The value is about 100 times higher than typical Mott detectors and comparable to the previously reported VLEED detectors.\textsuperscript{13,14,16}

This high efficiency of the spin detector combining with the state of the art hemispherical analyzer allows us to do high energy- and angular-resolution SARPES measurement. As an example, in Fig. 5 we show the high-resolution SARPES observation of the surface states of Bi(111) film.
The measurement has been done along $\bar{\Gamma} - \bar{\bar{M}}$ of the sample (see Fig. 2) and the observed spin quantization axis is set along $x$ direction ($\bar{\Gamma} - \bar{K}$ direction). The energy resolution and angular resolution are set at about 11 meV and $\pm 0.35^\circ$, which corresponds to $E_p = 2$ eV, slit = 1.5, and aperture $= 1\times 2$ with the analyzer acceptance angle of $\pm 7.0^\circ$. Figure 5(a) represents the observed SARPES spectra (spin up: (red) solid line and spin down: (blue) dashed line) as well as the total intensity ((black) thick solid line) spectra which are taken from $-4^\circ$ to $4^\circ$ with $0.5^\circ$ step using He discharge lamp ($h\nu = 21.22$ eV) at the sample temperature of 80 K. The acquisition time of each SARPES spectrum is 12 min. As in the figure the spin up and spin down states are clearly resolved and one can see the reverse of the spin up and spin down states intensities against the $\bar{\Gamma}$ point (00) which is the characteristic of Rashba spin state. This spin-polarization reversal with respect to the $\bar{\Gamma}$ point is much more directly seen in the angle-resolved spin-polarization spectra in Fig. 5(b). In the figure the mirror symmetric polarization change against $\bar{\Gamma}$ point (00) is clearly seen. It is worth noting that almost completely zero polarization at the $\bar{\Gamma}$ point is good indication that

![Figure 3](image1.png)

**FIG. 3.** (Color online) (Upper panel) Row SARPES spectra of Bi(111) film taken with plus ($I^+$: (red) solid line) and minus ($I^-$: (blue) dashed line) magnetized target at the specific $\bar{k}$ point that is indicated by dotted circle in Fig. 2(a) and dotted lines in Fig. 2(b). (Bottom panel) The obtained spin-polarization, $P$, derived from the asymmetry between $I^+$ and $I^-$ using 0.21 as the value of effective Sherman function ($S_{\text{eff}}$) (see text). Error is indicated by bars. The quantization axis of the SARPES measurement is along $x$ direction of the sample ($\bar{\Gamma}$ direction in Fig. 2(a)). (Middle panel) Spin up ($I^+$: (red) solid line) and spin down ($I^-$: (blue) dashed line) spectra are obtained from the total spectrum ($I_{\text{tot}} = I^+ + I^-$, (black) thick line) and the polarization, $P$, by the usual procedure. $I^+ = (1 + P)I_{\text{tot}}/2$. The angular resolution and energy resolution of the measurement are set as $\Delta \theta = \pm 0.70^\circ$ and $\Delta E \sim 30$ meV ($E_p = 5$ eV, slit = 1.5, aperture = $2\times 3$ and acceptance angle $= \pm 7.0^\circ$) in this measurement.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

**FIG. 4.** (Color online) Intensity of reflected electrons by the positively ($(\bar{\Gamma}-\bar{K})$ direction) and negatively ($(\bar{\Gamma}+\bar{K})$ direction) magnetized target as the function of electron kinetic energy (upper panel). The circle ($I_0$) is the total intensity of the impinged electrons onto the target position estimated by the measurement with the back channeltron (CHB in Fig. 1). From the observed electron intensities ($I^+$, $I^-$, and $I_0$) the electron reflectivity of the target $I/I_0 = (I^+ + I^-)/I_0$ (second panel), and the asymmetry between positively and negatively magnetized target $A = (I^+ - I^-)/(I^+ + I^-)$ which is proportional to the effective Sherman function $S_{\text{eff}}$ (third panel) can be obtained. The total efficiency, the figure of merit (FOM) which is the products of the reflectivity and effective Sherman function is calculated as in the bottom panel (see text in detail).
explicitly resolved and now the dispersions of spin up and spin down bands can be separately obtained as in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). The beautiful reflectional symmetry between Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) is due to the Rashba effect.

Although the energy resolution and angular resolution in the measurement of Figs. 5 and 6 are quite higher than in the ordinary SARPES measurement, we have further tried to check the best energy resolution of our ESPRESSO machine. For the purpose, we have measured the Fermi distribution curve from the Au polycrystal with the SARPES mode of ESPRESSO machine. The aperture and the slit size of this measurement has been set as 1×2 (Angular30) and 0.2, respectively. The observed Fermi distribution curve at the sample temperature of about 10 K with using He discharge lamp is shown in Fig. 7 and quite high instrumental energy resolution of ∆E ~7.5 meV is achieved as in the figure. Though the acquisition time for the measurement was quite long (~12 h) and it is not practical for the usual measurement, if we use focused SR light from the undulator at the beamline it is expected that the count rate increases about 10 times higher than that of by the He discharge lamp and the high-energy resolution measurement will be available for the practical measurement.

As indicated in Table I, the best angular resolution for the SARPES measurement is about ±0.09° and one can select optimum angular resolution by changing the aperture size in accordance with the required wave vector resolution and the practical signal intensity which depends on the brilliance of the excitation light and photoionization cross section of the electronic states of sample. In practical use with our He discharge lamp (Gammadata Scienta VUV5000), the best angular resolution is ±0.18° which corresponds to about 0.013 Å⁻¹ and indicated by solid circle and vertical solid lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Note that the energy and angular resolution achieved by the ESPRESSO machine is the
best for the SARPES measurement at present and also comparable to the ordinary high-resolution ARPES measurement and can be improved in principle with using much brilliant light sources such as the light from the undulator of third-generation SR light sources or intense laser.

IV. SUMMARY

We have developed a new spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectrometer named ESPRESSO machine with which one can obtain fine spin-structure of materials very efficiently. Favor of the high efficiency of the VLEED spin detector and high-energy resolution of the large hemispherical analyzer, very high-energy resolution and angular resolution ($\Delta E \sim 7.5$ meV and $\Delta \theta \sim \pm 0.18^\circ$) has been achieved in the SARPES measurement. The ESPRESSO machine, the combination of the highly efficient spin-integrated ARPES measurement by two-dimensional photoelectron detector and the efficient SARPES measurement by VLEED spin detector, is one of the best experimental tools to investigate the spin structure of magnetic materials, strongly spin-orbit coupled surfaces of non-magnetic materials, such as the Rashba spin-split systems and topological insulators which are the key materials of next generation electronic devices using the spin degree of freedom.
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